
23Introduction  was considered a cliché to be avoided in advertising (Zweig 1994)., with the sub-title:  and spoke on the foundations of performative “When teachers themselves are taught to learn” (1939):Galileo Galilei set out to proveThe sun is still, the earth is on the move(Scene 1)



24 Erika PiazzoliThe world of teachers1when teachers themselves are taught to learn(Scene 6) -serves the lectern where he taught in the Aula Magna (Great Hall).Summer School: Schewe was addressing a group of teachers with an interest in theatre and drama who were there to deepen their own knowledge of the art , and surprising twist, Schewe presented us with his own variation:The participants set out to prove(Schewe 2017)paradigm that places the arts at the centre of a performative curriculum.



25-philosophical investigation brings forth the concept of a revolution, implicit in , in the context of -lustration of the essence of performative teaching: choosing aesthetic material -now of the context. Schewe remarked that learning is an endeavour that never -ties that allow for the emergence of aesthetic spaces in the curriculum. This raises several questions: in light of such a paradigm shift, what does a teacher/-Identity formation and the teacher/artist --



26 Erika Piazzolias the partnerships progressed. While all teachers were experienced in one or partnership recognised that there was a sense of mutual ownership and a sense of co-teaching. -in the teacher as artist, and the artist as --in --



27the teacher and the artist (see Fig. 1).Within the paradigm of teaching as an art, it is fascinating to delve deeper into the teaching profession. Schewe made the point that both teachers and artists Creative doingdoing -For Schewe,  is as at the core of performative practices. Sound, ing processes (see Fig. 2).



28 Erika Piazzoli
--ing, an action-oriented approach (Even & Schewe 2016), focusses on teaching language in a meaningful, co-created context. What the performative approach --(2011) drama grammar -stance to second language education.Schewe (2017) encouraged teachers to allow for performative processes to 



29. The book was never translated article  echoes the time again on the simple boards of seminar rooms and classrooms, generating endless fascination. (Schewe 2016: n.p.)This quote encapsulates well the potential of performative approach to the lan-Learners’ experiences and perceptions -and female students, who volunteered to take part in interviews – from Mexico, gift of learning languages gift, one she was convinced, at the time of the interview, she was not bestowed with. -ier for me, because there was a group of us, we were working together, and



30 Erika Piazzoliclassmates, “rather than asking odd questions”.other words, her paradigm about language learning (language learning as a gift of the usefulness of performative approaches. Here is where a shift in paradigm, ---pret an experience, but it is an individual choice. The role of the educator, then, Conclusionof heaven rotate around mankind.” He adds: “But now we are breaking out of (Brecht 1939: 6). From a Kuhnian perspective, “breaking out” of something nec-



31the arts at the centre of the curriculum, we need to be prepared to undergo a time of crisis. That applies to both teachers and learners, as we negotiate ex-The challenge for us, then, as teacher/artists, is to make ourselves vulnerable 2creative doing to focus our sight towards a sharp vision.References -- - 27, 308-319.Barone, Tom & Eisner, Elliot (2011): Brecht, Bertolt (2012): -Eisner, Elliot (1985): -, 340-344. 39/3, 299-312.
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